
TRANSITION WORDS AND PHRASES FOR OPINION WRITING ANCHOR

Adding transitional phrases to persuasive writing anchor chart Anchor Chart to guide students to identify key words to
help them determine the point of.

Click on the images below to download and print. They are contrasting details, so I should choose one of those
examples. Should we be allowed to download our own apps on the iPads the school gave us? The second
sentence lists more. This particular prompt showed a picture of an old, abandoned house and had the students
determining if the local children should be allowed to play in the house. I also offer a few suggestions with
ways to end the paper. After discussing the pros and cons with partners, the class took sides. Other teachers in
my building use the resources for their grade level as well. This extra info is emphasizing something. Finally,
they finish their top bun by listing out their three main reasons in a sentence. Model, Model, Model! After
hearing many of their classmates voice their reasoning for keeping or retiring the penny, the students were
ready to get started putting their thoughts on paper. They make them for grades  Click here to download this
printable. With each practice we did, my students got stronger and I introduced different organizers to help
them and to keep interest high. As we continued to practice, different organizers were introduced. As I look at
the list, I'm thinking it's a restatement. Giving each student one sandwich cookie to munch on while they
worked on these organizers helped keep them excited about the whole process. With students divided into two
groups, they took part in a spirited Visible Thinking debate called Tug of War. We may not have mastered this
writing yet, but we are definitely on our way and that mountain doesn't seem quite so high anymore. Mint
should stop making pennies. The prompt is an an older newsletter freebie that is now available in my
exclusive freebie library for email subscribers only. I'd love to hear your tips for elementary writing in the
comment section below. I'd love to connect with you on Twitter and Pinterest! After the students have a solid
position statement, we move into our introductory paragraph nicknamed Top Bun from a hamburger model. A
couple weeks into our persuasive writing unit and I have already seen a lot of progress from our very first
efforts. Those two sentences are depicting two students acting differently. These anchor charts and scaffolds
have worked wonders with my struggling writers in the past. Other Resources I Have Used Scholastic offers
many different resources for helping your students become better with their opinion writing, or for younger
writers, understanding the difference between fact and opinion.


